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Abstract

Where exactly is the human waist? How do definitions work for women who deviate from the conventional body shape? Does the measuring instrument matter?

Waist is conventionally understood to be a measurable zone within the abdominal region of the torso, a zone of considerable importance. There needs to be a good consistent waist definition, one accurate and valid for everyone. Incorrect definition and measurement will result in technical errors, commercial wastage and customer dissatisfaction. This paper investigates the waist’s location and size from the point of view of garment construction for 90 adult women scanned and manually measured in a breast reduction study at Flinders Medical Center, South Australia.

There are differing definitions of the location of the human waist as well as different measuring instruments. This study compares:

- Two definitions:
  - ISO 8559, 2.1.11 and
  - CAESAR, Waist Circumference Preferred.

- Two different instruments:
  - the traditional tape measure, and
  - software-extracted computer-aided anthropometry (CAA).

Substantial discrepancies between the results from these two locations—definitions were found. The choice of instrument used seriously affects the measurement obtained. This study demonstrates three things:

- waist is not horizontal for a significant sub group of the population,
- CAA extracted waist measurements are not accurate (same as real values) or valid (measures the characteristic) for a sub group, and
- manually measured CAESAR Preferred Waist accurately and validly measured all individuals studied.

There is a clear need to modify ISO waist definition for garment construction to include the full range of anatomical variation encountered amongst women.
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1. Introduction

Waist is a commonly identified anatomical region of the human body. All cultures have a notion of waist, no doubt in part due to the great practical significance of carrying objects attached to the human body and of supporting clothing. Belts, sashes and waistbands are amongst the most common articles of clothing. Recently, measurement of waist circumference has become an important clinical tool in studies of obesity [10].

Most human beings can identify where their waist is, and yet there is no universal, repeatable and comparable way to measure waist circumference precisely. This situation is caused partly by large anatomical variation in human body shapes, and partly by the differing meanings of ‘waist’ in different applications.

So what is the human waist, and where exactly? How does the end use of the measurement affect its definition? How do two waist definitions, the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 8559:1989 and CAESAR (Civilian American and European Surface Anthropometry Resource Project—CAESAR®) waist definitions work for women who show substantial difference from the
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idealized female torso shape? Lastly, are manual tape measurements and scan extracted waist measurements interchangeable? Does the measuring instrument matter? Waist is generally understood to be situated in the abdominal region in the middle of the torso, and is a zone of significance for design such as clothing construction [7,9,17], or as a measure of health [5,12,14] etc. The waistline is defined as the line or contour of the waist. This paper investigates the waist location and size from the point of view of garment construction.

A number of formal waist definitions for apparel exist. These include:

2.1.11, waist girth: The girth of the natural waistline between the top of the hip bones (iliac crests) and the lower ribs, measured with the subject breathing normally and standing upright with the abdomen relaxed (see figure 7).”

![Figure 7](image)

Fig. 7

*Fig. 1. ISO 8559 “Figure 7”.*

Author’s note: The picture shows the measurement as horizontal – in addition only one waist height is required, so although not specified, it is assumed to be horizontal. In addition, no measuring instrument is specified. No gender is specified although all the pictures show woman.

2) “37. CAESAR Name: WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE PREFERRED,
ISO Reference No. N/A,
ISO Name:
Description: Maximum circumference of the waist at the subject’s ‘preferred’ waist level. Method: subject stands fully erect with the weight distributed equally on both feet and the arms hanging freely downwards. The subject’s feet are placed in footprints adhered to the standing surface (the foot prints are positioned approximately 10cm apart at the heels and rotated 33 degrees at the toes). The subject’s preferred waist level is marked by using an elastic band.
NOTE: Preferred waist level is established by the subject, who places an elastic band at the level he or she would prefer to wear the waist of their pants.
Instrument: Steel tape measure.” [4].

3) “JIS Z 8500:2002 Ergonomics - Basic human body measurements for technological design. Waist circumference: horizontal circumference of trunk at a level midway between the lowest ribs and the upper iliac crest. This is the same with ISO 7250-1.

Author’s note: This is very similar to ISO 8559 2.1.11; therefore it was not added as a separate measurement.
4) ASTM D5219-09 Standard Terminology Relating to Body Dimensions for Apparel Sizing
“waist girth, … — the minimum horizontal circumference around the body at waist height.” [1]


Author’s note: The Australian standard cross-references the ISO 8559; thus it is assumed in this paper to be the same measurement.

Other surveys use other definitions. For example, Chung et al. [6] used another definition of waist, i.e., horizontal circumference measured at the height of the navel, in measuring 7800 Taiwanese children aged 6-18 for a clothing sizing system. ISO 8559 definition was not used because “the location of the natural waistline may vary from person to person”, but the navel was used as an “easy landmark to identify while taking the measurement.” [6].

Further complications arise with the use of various tools for waist measurement and different measurement techniques. Since waist circumference is a surface measurement over soft tissues of the trunk, compressibility of these tissues may result in various measuring tools giving different results for the same subject depending on how much soft tissues were compressed by a measuring tape. Wider tapes will cause more compression than narrow tapes. For practical and ethical reasons, waist circumference may be measured over garments that compress soft tissues to various extents while the thickness of a garment's fabric is included in the measurement. Newly developed digital tools, like laser scanners, do not compress tissues at all, but they encounter a different set of problems related to difficulties extracting measurements from scans [16], and the inability to manually remove organs or tissues that in some individuals overhang the waist line through normal anatomical variation (see Figure 6). In the ISO, no measuring instrument is specified, whereas CAESAR states that the measurement must be taken with a steel tape.

In this paper we assess the accuracy and validity of different techniques of measuring waist circumference in two ways. First we compare measurements following definitions 1) and 2) above (validity). Then we compare measurements taken manually (tape measurements) and those extracted from scans (accuracy).

2. Methods

2.1. Participant recruitment and data collection

Approval was granted for this study from Flinders Clinical Research Ethics Committee (application #269108). Participants were 90 adult women (aged from 18 to 72) enrolled in a breast reduction study at Flinders Medical Center, South Australia. They were measured both manually with a steel tape measure and also by CAA using Cyberware WBX scanner, Monterey, CA and CySize software, headus (metamorphosis), WA, Australia [8].

Each participant had her waist measured manually by a criterion anthropometrist following the CAESAR Preferred Waist approach. Women were asked to indicate their preferred waist according to the CAESAR definition outlined above. Prior to taking any measurements scan markers were placed manually on the front, back and both sides of their preferred waistline to ensure measurement location accuracy and repeatability. Also the highest points of their iliac crests were marked. The waist circumference was manually measured by passing a steel measuring tape (Lufkin) over the four waist markers.

Each participant was then scanned by a Cyberware WBX whole body scanner in a standing position with arms adducted 30 cm from the hip [4,18]. Each scan was individually calibrated using CyScan software. Preferred waist circumferences were extracted from scans using the same landmarks as those used for manual measurement. The second ISO defined waist circumference was extracted from the scan. This waist height was determined by using the back waist marker as waist height and then following the ISO defined waist, which is assumed horizontal. Both scan extracted measures use the software CySize [8], and used the T or tape measure function that spans indents and is designed to act like a physical tape measure. The CAA data were extracted by experienced operators.

Data were subjected to statistical analyses using descriptive statistics, parametric tests of significance and correlation and regression analyses.
3. Results
For the CAESAR preferred waist definition, measurements obtained manually with a tape and those
digitally extracted from scans were very similar and highly correlated (Figure 1). A bivariate graph
shows the close relationship.

![Fig. 1. Scanner Vs Manual Measurements (both CAESAR 37. Preferred Waist).](image1)

Waist circumferences, however, obtained with the same digital measuring tool for different definitions,
were excellent for some individuals but discordant for others; see Figure 2. In other words, these two
definitions of circumferences require measurement in different locations on some individuals, leading
to substantial discrepancies.

Investigation of various individuals reveal why. Figure 3 shows a normal individual who matches the
idealized perception of a woman’s body. The pink line marking her waist is the ISO defined waist and
the yellow line underneath show CAESAR preferred waist. Both match and are horizontal.

All participants could be measured manually using the CAESAR definition of preferred waist with the
steel tape. However not all could be measured digitally. In addition, there were a number of cases in
which ISO waist was obviously measuring in a way that was not anticipated by the original ISO
committee. See Figures 4, 5 and 6. The magnitude of the errors is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. It shows the percentage of participants in the study whose difference between CAESAR preferred waist and ISO waist was one clothing size or more, where one clothing size equals 50mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Errors in mm (scan derived CAESAR preferred waist measurements compared to ISO waist measurements)</th>
<th>% Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of participants where error greater than 50mm (i.e., 1 clothing size greater)</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of participants where error greater than 100mm (2 clothing sizes greater)</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of participants where error greater than 200mm (4 clothing sizes greater)</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.3. It shows the bodyscan images of B71 front and side view whose ISO and preferred waist definitions are identical.

Fig.4. It shows B52 yellow line marking the CAESAR preferred waist and pink line marking the ISO waist.

Table 2. Listing measurement in millimeters of the three subjects shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject number</th>
<th>Preferred waist (steel tape measure)</th>
<th>Preferred waist (scan derived)</th>
<th>ISO waist (scan derived)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B71 (Fig.3)</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B52 (Fig.4)</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td>1307</td>
<td>1539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B92 (Fig.5)</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>1078</td>
<td>1310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject 52, shown in Figure 4, front and side profile has a manual measurement smaller than both scan derived measurements. However the difference in instrument in her case is 29mm, whereas the difference between measuring the Preferred waist and ISO waist is 232mm, which is more than 4 clothing sizes; see Table 2. The validity of this measurement for constructing clothing must be called into question.

Similarly subject B92, shown in Figure 5, has 105mm difference between the manually taken tape measure and the scan extracted preferred waist, but a huge 232 mm difference between the two definitions and 343mm (almost seven sizes) difference between the manual tape measure and the scan extracted ISO, see Table 2. In addition, B92 is showing clustering of the bust, waist and hip associated with a short stature; see Figure 5. The scanner measurement for both ISO waist and CAESAR preferred waist is occluded by ptosis of the parenchymal tissue shown in Figure 6. Not only individuals with larger circumference have a problem. Figure 7 shows front, back and side photographs of an individual 165cm tall and 53kg in weight. When asked to indicate her preferred waist she did so at the level of the lumbar lordosis, which in her case is lower than her iliac crest height and is therefore not within the ISO definition. Her profile picture shows the ISO waist marked with a white line, which if she were to wear pants at that height would create significant discomfort, as the pants would slide down her spine and rest at the lumbar lordosis, creating an unnecessary and unflattering fullness in the crotch length. It appears that the ISO waist definition was formulated when there was insufficient understanding of the range of human anatomical variation that the measurement definition might encounter.
Fig. 7. It shows ISO waist marked in pink and preferred waist in yellow, an arrow indicates the iliac crest marker. The preferred waist is below the iliac crest. Normally this would be dismissed as a positioning error but here clearly the cause can be seen as an anatomical variation of lumbar lordosis positioned below her iliac crest height. This location discrepancy has implications for other ISO measurements such as crotch length, body rise etc. which use waist as a landmark.

4. Discussion

Although variously defined and measured waist circumferences may serve specific purposes well in various sectors of human activities, the lack of uniformity is disturbing. A waist definition that is not fit-for-purpose, that incorrectly interprets waist definition, or incorrectly measures waist, is likely to result in technical errors that will lead to commercial wastage and customer dissatisfaction. These errors become more financially critical in the online environment where the customer is remote from the product. Without standardized clothing measurements such as waist, success of internet-based businesses that rely on these measures is limited, particularly in providing existing clothing in the correct size, and even more so with creating new custom-fit clothing. While the analysis here is focusing on garment construction there are clear implications for incorrect waist measurement in clinical situations that may lead to wrong diagnosis, incorrect treatment and further health problems.

The large discrepancy between the formal ISO waist definition and the "preferred waist" as indicated by participants encourages the conclusion that ISO waist definition is based on an idealized perception of human anatomy. Considerable anatomical variations include substantial abdominal adiposity, position of ilium in relation to lower spine, especially lumbar lordosis, and posture and arrangement of abdominal viscera. Female breasts may have a shape that causes breast tissue to be distributed on or below the waistline in cases of pendulous breasts. Most methods of measurement have been developed for the anatomy of an idealized young adult person of average dimensions within the normal body mass range. However the CAESAR defined preferred waist measurement taken manually with a steel tape was able to measure accurately and validly the waist for garment construction. It could measure underneath pendulous breasts and in fat folds as required, and thereby achieve results similar in position and length to that of a well-fitting waisted garment such as pants or skirt.

Davis reported that the waist must be allowed to slope for correct fit of garments [7]. A study by Veitch et al. shows mean waist tilt (back minus front waist height to ground) of 15mm [17] for a population of 1265 adult women [11].

The definition of waist could be improved so that it applied to all humans within the actual, realistic range of anatomical variation and could be uniformly and reliably measured with both traditional and newly developed tools.

Firstly the author suggests the waist be measured manually in two ways. Keep the ISO defined waist but add a second definition to the ISO 8559, based on CAESAR preferred waist. Preferred waist may be horizontal as shown in Figure 2 but it is also allowed to slope as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Therefore ISO would need to add four waist heights, front, back and both sides to replace the existing single waist height (ISO 2.2.3) [3].
There are also 6 measurements in the ISO that use waist as a landmark. These include the following vertical dimensions:

- Waist front length (ISO 2.2.16)
- Center back waist (C7–waist posterior) (ISO 2.2.10)
- Cervical waist anterior (ISO 2.2.14)

and measurements used in pants construction:

- Waist height (ISO 2.2.3)
- Body rise (ISO 2.2.5)
- Crotch length (ISO 2.2.19)

Garment construction uses the preferred waist, therefore these measures are only useful in relation to preferred waist. ISO would need to revise which waist these measures are taken from.

Scanners are an excellent tool if the limitations are known and managed. Without the scan technology large measurement discrepancies could be dismissed as recording and/or transcription error, but with the body scan as a reference it is possible to reexamine the subject to gain an understanding of why the discrepancies occurred and problem solve to improve future work. In addition, the collection of 3D and 1D data enabled a breast reduction study to be reanalysed to create a new study for this paper, which when published, shares knowledge on the topic of human variation and measurement.

The limitations are that scan derived measurement for waist circumference is not the same as manual tape measurement and therefore needs to be recognised as a separate measurement. Even when controlled for location errors these two instruments cannot be interchanged. ISO needs to indicate the measuring instrument for waist circumference.

The errors in definition and location are not random errors – they are specific to body fat and anatomical variation. So it is not a random group who have problems being measured and the extent to which this group occurs in the wider population is not known. However it is known that if no allowance is made to measure these people they will not be captured in anthropometric surveys and that in turn will preclude their further study. Also it is precisely this group of exceptional individuals that are likely to be test cases in design [15].

In conclusion, a garment survey that uses a 3D body scanner needs a method inclusive of all the population, i.e., it does not exclude individuals with specific body fat patterns. It is exactly the boundary cases that are used for design, so these are the exact individuals needed as test cases. To be inclusive of the wide range of anatomical variation and provide the most useful future reference tool the survey needs:

- manually placed landmarks,
- a scanner that can recognize landmarks, and
- some manual measurements, in particular, the waist.

The ISO 8559 waist definition needs to be modified to make it more inclusive of the full range of anatomical variation encountered amongst adult women.
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